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Abstract: Magmatism on continental lithospheres induced by mantle plumes is more complex
compared to oceanic intraplate volcanism owing to the heterogeneous nature of continental crustal
and lithospheric structures. Substantial evidence points to the deep-oriented Hainan mantle plume
beneath the Lei–Qiong region, the southernmost of the South China block. In this study, we present a
detailed shear wave velocity model of the crust and uppermost mantle in the Lei–Qiong volcanic
region, derived from 3-year seismic data (2016–2018) from 34 stations and the use of the ambient
noise tomography method. An evident columnar low-velocity anomaly was imaged in the crust and
uppermost mantle beneath the Wushi Sag (WSS), Beibu Gulf, potentially suggesting that the center of
either one branch or the entirety of the Hainan mantle plume impacts the crust here. This low-velocity
anomaly is overlaid by a local Moho deepening, indicative of underplating beneath the existing crust.
The Maanling–Leihuling Volcanic Field (MLVF) in northern Hainan Island, previously considered
the center of the hotspot, does not exhibit such distinct velocity anomalies. Instead, subtle lower
crustal anomalies beneath the MLVF are linked with the upper mantle low-velocity zone beneath the
WSS. Additionally, the high-conductivity bodies beneath the MLVF indicate lateral magma transport.
Earthquake swarms and deep-seated seismic events beneath the WSS further support the presence
of magmatic processes. This study indicates that in the Lei–Qiong region, the interaction of the
continental crust with the mantle plume centered in the WSS results in magma exhibiting both
vertical ascent and lateral migration, leading to a dual low-velocity shear wave pattern in the upper
crust, which significantly influences the surface volcanic activity.

Keywords: Hainan plume; crustal structure; intercontinental plume; ambient noise; surface wave

1. Introduction

Hotspots, geological phenomena marked by concentrated volcanic activity, are found
in various locations worldwide, with approximately 30% occurring within continents
or along continental margins [1]. While oceanic hotspots are characterized by relatively
straightforward interactions with thin and uniform oceanic lithospheres (e.g., [2]), continen-
tal hotspots, referring to hotspots located within continents or along continental margins,
can give rise to more complex magmatism within the heterogeneous continental litho-
sphere [3,4]. These continental hotspots can manifest as multi-magma chambers, facilitate
the migration of magma and hydrothermal fluids, or lead to magma pooling beneath
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thinned lithospheric sections [3,5–7]. Moreover, plume-driven magmatism and seismic-
ity associated with continental hotspots can have significant environmental and societal
impacts, contributing to metallogenesis and providing valuable insights into deep Earth
dynamics [8]. Thus, the comprehensive investigation of the three-dimensional subsurface
architecture surrounding continental hotspots is essential for accurately assessing volcanic
hazards and resource potential.

In the southernmost regions of South China, encompassing the Leizhou Peninsula and
Hainan Island (Figure 1), referred to as Lei–Qiong, extensive volcanic activities have been
recorded across six phases since the Cenozoic era [9]. Late-Cenozoic alkali basalts are widely
distributed in this region, covering more than 7200 square kilometers [10–12]. Notably,
the most recent known eruption on Leizhou Peninsula and Hainan Island took place
around 10,000 years ago at the Maanling–Leihuling Volcanic Field (MLVF) (Figure 1) [10,11].
Additionally, Weizhou Island and its twin, Xieyang Island, located west of Lei–Qiong in the
eastern Beibu Gulf, represent the largest and youngest Quaternary volcanic oceanic islands
in China [13,14]. Geologic and petrologic evidence suggests a major eruption on Weizhou
Island approximately 6900 ± 100 years ago [15]. The Lei–Qiong region is one of the most
seismically active areas in Chinese history (Figure 1) [16], with significant events such as
the 7.5-magnitude Qiongshan earthquake [17] and the Beibu Gulf earthquakes of ML 6.0
and 6.1 [18].
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inferred seafloor faults, extending from those on land. The Cenozoic basalts coverage references
the following two papers [16,19]. The stroked blue star indicates the Maanling–Leihuling Volcanic
Field (MLVF) with the most recent volcanic activities. In addition, important geographical units are
marked on the map, including the Wushi Sag (WSS) (blue dashed contour), Weizhou Island, and
Xieyang Island. Here, we present earthquake data from two event lists with different start times
and minimum earthquake magnitudes. We speculate that the reason for this difference is that due
to technological limitations, before 1957, only earthquakes with a magnitude of 4 and above were
recorded and preserved.

Tectonically, the Lei–Qiong area has been subjected to sustained compressional forces
due to the Indian–Asian continental collision and the eastward subduction of the Philippine
Sea plate [20]. Transitioning from an active to a passive continental margin since the
late Cretaceous, the South China margin currently experiences minor NNW–SSE tension,
accompanied by the preferential seaward extension of the lower crust [21–24]. In line with
this regional extension, the Lei–Qiong area is characterized by NEE–SWW active faults,
NNW–SSE faults, and E–W deep fracture zones (Figure 1) [10,25]. Notably, the crust’s
thickness varies, with the north exhibiting a thickness of about 30 km, gradually decreasing
to around 27 km in the south, where the Moho also shallows considerably beyond the
continental shelf and slope [26]. Comprehending how the crustal structure interacts with
the deep-seated mantle plume and their magmatic pattern is crucial in understanding the
region’s present volcanic manifestation.

The existence of the Hainan plume was initially proposed through shear wave to-
mographic studies [27,28]. Subsequent geophysical and geochemical evidence strongly
supports the idea that the Hainan plume, likely originating from the lower mantle, is
responsible for the high-flux intraplate volcanism observed in this region. This has been
substantiated by the identification of an abnormally thin mantle transition zone northeast
of the Qiongzhou Strait through receiver functions and waveform modeling [19,29,30].
Moreover, body wave tomography offers direct insight into the morphology of the low-
velocity conduit, revealing a slightly east-tilted plume stem beneath the mantle transition
zone below the eastern Qiongzhou Strait [31–34]. At shallower depths, geochemical data
provide further support, indicating that Quaternary volcanic products from local islets
belong to alkali magma series and ocean island basalt (OIB)-incompatible elements, reflect-
ing elevated mantle temperatures, pressures, and the presence of recycled oceanic crust
component, thus corroborating the existence of an underlying plume [35].

While several geophysical studies have provided constraints on the near-surface
structure (e.g., [13,36–40]), ongoing debate surrounds the nature of the interaction between
the plume and the crust in the eastern Qiongzhou Strait and northernmost Hainan, referred
to as the Hainan hotspot. Specifically, the mechanisms through which rising mantle
materials interact with the crust, linking surface volcanism to deeper lithospheric processes,
remain uncertain. Additionally, questions persist regarding whether this interaction has
led to the uplifting or deepening of the Moho [19,38,41]. Although previous studies have
carried out extensive imaging of the shallow lithosphere beneath the region [13,36–42],
various limitations have hindered a comprehensive understanding. These limitations
include focusing on excessively large study areas, emphasizing the deep lithosphere, or
being confined to Hainan Island.

In this study, we constructed Rayleigh wave phase velocity maps and a 3D S-wave
model spanning depths from 5 to 50 km across Lei–Qiong. We employed ambient noise
tomography using data from both national and regional stations. Because we have included
several stations in the southern coastal areas of Guangxi and Guangdong Province on the
basis of the stations in the Lei–Qiong region, we enhanced resolution beneath both land and
the east Beibu Gulf margin. Our study introduces a novel model that refines the location
of the Hainan plume and its interaction with the crust, offering valuable insights into the
magmatic pattern in this hotspot. Furthermore, the model of the Hainan plume has the
potential to provide insights into other continental intraplate hotspots.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data

The seismic data used in this study were collected from 34 permanent broadband
stations spanning three provinces over a period of three years (Figure 2). Among these
stations, a subset includes 23 densely arranged seismic stations located across Hainan Island,
which continuously recorded data from January 2016 to September 2018. Additionally, there
were four stations along the coast of Guangdong province operating from August 2018 to
December 2018, and seven stations in Guangxi province, including two on Weizhou Island
and Xieyang Island, recording data from September 2016 to December 2018. All stations
were equipped with 3-component broadband seismographs, continuously sampling raw
data at 100 Hz. The station aperture gradually decreases from north to south. More details
about the stations can be found in Table A1.
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Figure 2. The distribution of the 34 seismic stations (triangles) used in this study and ray path
coverages at the period of 11 s. Stations are color-coded by three administrative provinces of China,
with station counts and seismic record durations listed in the legend.

2.2. Data Processing

We employed the data processing approach outlined by Bensen et al. [43] to derive am-
bient noise-normalized correlation functions (NCFs) for the station pairs. Daily continuous,
vertical seismograms were down-sampled to 1 Hz and corrected for instrument responses.
A total of 28,395 daily segments were utilized, averaging 835 segments per station. Sub-
sequently, the seismograms underwent band-pass filtering, temporal normalization, and
spectral whitening to eliminate the influence of earthquake signals. The NCFs for all station
pairs were then computed and linearly stacked over the entire data period to enhance their
Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNRs) [43].

Figure 3 displays the NCFs aligned by interstation distance in the 5–10, 10–20, and
20–30 s period bands, where the Rayleigh wave signals are featured. The positive and
negative lags of the NCFs correspond to signals traveling in opposite directions along the
great circle path connecting the station pairs.
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Due to the seasonal variations in the South China Sea (SCS)’s ocean state [44,45], the
anisotropic nature of ambient noise energy in adjacent regions is evident [46,47] (see Figure
S1 in the Supplementary Materials). These non-true-diffusive sources could introduce
biases in the travel time of the causal or acausal sides of the NCFs, subsequently leading
to errors in phase velocity inversion. However, prior investigations addressing this issue
indicate that the travel time bias caused by undiffused noises is generally less than 1%
(e.g., [48,49]). A similar study conducted in the SCS ocean basin utilizing OBS data reported
a bias even smaller than 0.5% [50]. Nevertheless, we mitigated this effect by exclusively
selecting NCFs with SNRs greater than 5.0 and averaging the causal and acausal sides of
each NCF. Here, the SNR is defined as the ratio of the maximum amplitude of the envelope
around a given frequency to the average amplitude of the envelope of a 150 s long noise
segment immediately following the signal.

To extract phase velocity dispersion curves, we applied a semi-automated frequency–
time analysis method to extract the phase velocity dispersion curves [51]. Given that the
systematic error of the phase velocity inversion increases with the ratio of the wavelength
to the station interval [51,52], we excluded NCFs with an interstation length less than two
wavelengths. Finally, 450 phase velocity dispersion curves were obtained.

2.3. Phase Velocity Inversion

The phase velocity dispersions measured in each period were employed for the
inversion of azimuthal isotropy phase velocity variations. The study region, spanning
from 18◦ to 23◦ N and 107.5◦ to 112.5◦ E, was parameterized using a 21 × 21 node grid
with 0.25◦ spacing. Despite our efforts to selectively choose high-quality dispersion curves
and minimize the uneven distribution of noise sources, there remained the possibility
of incorporating bad measurements and data outliers that could have introduced errors
into the velocity model. Consequently, a two-step inversion was performed following the
method outlined by Yao et al. [53]. In the initial step, all data with estimated measurement
errors were included in the inversion with equal weighting. Subsequently, in the second
step, data with residuals exceeding twice the standard deviation of all data residuals were
assigned reduced weights, thereby decreasing their uncertainty [54].

More specifically, we utilized the continuous regionalization and generalized in-
version scheme [53,55,56], as per Equation (1), to invert for the isotropic phase velocity,
denoted as m.

m = m0 + CmGT
(

GCmGT + Cd

)−1
(d0 − Gm0) (1)

where d0 is our observed data, m0 is the a priori model which is defined by the mean phase
velocities within each frequency band, G is the sensitivity matrix, and Cd and Cm stand for
the covariance matrix for the observed data and model.

Firstly, data with estimated measurement errors were used to perform inversion. The
misfit between the derived and observed data was calculated. And in the later stage, the
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data with misfit greater than twice the standard deviation of all data residuals couple with
a new larger uncertainty following Equation (2):

σ̂i
d = σi

dexp
{

1
2

(
εi

2σ
− 1
)}

(2)

where the σ̂i
d is the new data uncertainty obtained by multiplying the original σi

d by a new
exponent in which ε is the misfit and σ is the standard deviation of all data residuals.

The a priori model covariance function between the predicted model at two locations,
r1 and r2, was determined as per Equation (3):

Cm(r1, r2) = σ2
s exp

(
− (r1 − r2)

2

2L2

)
(3)

where σs represents the prior slowness uncertainty, and L is the correlation length of the
model. The homogeneous starting model was the mean velocity in each period. We
assigned the standard deviation as 8%, twice the estimated phase velocity measurements
uncertainty, as suggested by Yao et al. [53]. The spatial correlation length is specified as
50 km, considering the ray path coverage (Figure 2) and synthetic resolution tests (Figure 4).
From the equation, L plays the role of a spatial smoothing filter. L is assigned primarily
based on ray coverage density and is, to some extent, subjective. Its value is also reflected
in the final model’s resolution, typically being twice the value of L [53–55].
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2.4. Resolution Tests

To assess the dataset’s resolving capabilities and interpret the resulting tomographic
images, we conducted resolution tests. Checkerboard input models were employed in the
first test, featuring alternating positive and negative 15% velocity perturbations relative to
the mean at each period [57,58]. Additionally, a 1% random error was introduced to the
synthetic phase velocity to simulate measurement errors [2]. Using identical parameters as
the actual inversion, we recovered the anomaly patterns (Figure 4).

For periods shorter than 20 s, the input checkerboard patterns were generally well
recovered across the majority of the Lei–Qiong area, with resolving capacities displaying
significant variations for different periods. In the 5 to 20 s period range, characterized by
relatively dense ray coverages (Figure S3 in Supplementary Materials), both the anomaly
pattern and strength were accurately retrieved. However, noticeable smearing in the
north–south direction was observed for periods exceeding 20 s, attributed to the elon-
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gated distribution of the stations. Additionally, there was a conspicuous reduction in the
recovered strengths for these longer periods.

Following the same procedure as the checkerboard resolution test, we conducted
inversions on the synthetic dataset and examined the recovery of the standalone anomaly
(Figure 5). Despite the degradation in the resolving capacity with an increase in the periods
and the noticeable smearing for longer periods, the detected anomalies were recovered
fairly accurately across all periods, including those exceeding 25 s. The maximum strength
remained relatively stable at around −14% for periods less than 25 s. The north–south
smearing was deemed acceptable, with lateral smearing falling within satisfactory ranges
of approximately 0.5◦ (half the input diameter) at 5 s and approximately 1◦ (the full input
diameter) at 30 s.
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Based on the results of the two resolution tests, these synthetic assessments demon-
strate that, for periods less than 20 s—roughly aligning with the depths of the upper and
middle crust (Figure 6b)—the dataset and inversion method proficiently recover anomalies
with an effective dimension of 80 km. This encompasses the accurate detection of the
anomaly’s location and magnitude. However, as the periods increase, the resolution experi-
ences a gradual degradation. For periods falling within the 20 to 30 s range, corresponding
to the depth range of the lower crust and uppermost mantle (Figure 6b), the inversion
process can only discern anomalies with dimensions of 120 km or larger, exhibiting a
capacity that is marginally acceptable at best. This indicates a noticeable decline in the
effectiveness of the data coverage and method as we delve into deeper layers.

2.5. Shear Wave Inversions

To derive a depth-dependent 3D shear wave velocity model from phase velocities,
we initiated a 1D shear wave velocity inversion in the vertical direction at each grid point
using phase velocities spanning 5 to 30 s. The resulting 1D models were subsequently
combined and interpolated, forming a comprehensive 3D shear velocity structure for the
Lei–Qiong region.

In the inversion process, we employed DISPER80 [59] to calculate partial derivatives of
phase velocity with respect to shear velocity. Adopting a non-linear inversion method based
on continuous models [55,56], we applied the damped least-squares inversion method [56]
to update the phase velocities at each node, culminating in the development of the 1D
S-wave velocity model. The inversion was executed iteratively until the decrease in misfit
between the observed and calculated dispersion velocities reached a minimum. Figure 6a
visually illustrates the comparison between the observed and final dispersion curves at
four sites.
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Figure 6. (a) Inversion results at four sites. The upper panels illustrate the comparison of the observed
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During the construction of the inverse objective function, we formulated a priori 1D
starting models at each node, tailored based on their geographical locations. In this model,
the crustal component was derived from the smoothed Crust 1.0 [60], and the mantle
adhered to the laterally homogeneous IASP91 model (Figure 6a). Due to the relatively
coarse lateral variations in the Crust 1.0 model, the initial velocity model for the crust at
each node was computed by averaging the models of the surrounding eight nodes. It is
important to note that, considering an average depth of ~17 m in the Qiongzhou Strait and
Beibu Gulf based on the GEBCO bathymetric grid, the water layer was omitted from the
starting model.

As depicted in Figure 6b, the sensitive depths of the 5–30 s Rayleigh waves fall within
the range of 5–50 km. Consequently, our interpretation is specifically focused on structures
within this depth range.

3. Results
3.1. Phase Velocity Structure

The tomography produced phase velocity anomalies within the period range of
5–30 s, with five periods shown in Figure 7. In line with the results of our resolution tests
(Figures 4 and 5), our interpretations are focused on regions with robust ray coverage,
while the remaining parameterized area is indicated in gray in the anomaly panels.

The phase velocity maps (Figure 7) reveal two prominent low-velocity anomalies at
short periods of 5 and 10 s, which are particularly sensitive to the upper crust’s structure.
At 5 s, both anomalies exhibit a significant strength of approximately −15%. The first, a
broader ellipse-shaped anomaly, is centered in the WSS, occupying a large portion of the
eastern Beibu Gulf. The second anomaly is more localized, centered on the Qiongzhou
Strait, encompassing the northern Hainan Island and the southern Leizhou Peninsula.
Notably, several recently erupted volcanic clusters are situated on the periphery of both
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anomalies, adding to their significance. Southern Hainan Island, conversely, displays high
velocities, particularly within the southern mountainous zone (Figure 1). As the period
increases, the two separated anomalies begin to merge. At the period of 10 s, the WSS
anomaly becomes more focused, forming a circular shape with a diameter of approximately
1◦, while the second anomaly extends northwest towards central Hainan.
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Figure 7. Map view of phase velocity anomaly (dc/c) at five periods, with the mean velocity indicated
in the right corner of each panel. Major faults are highlighted in green, while the black dashed lines
delineate inferred seafloor faults, extending from those on land. The black stars represent major
volcanic clusters. The dashed magenta area highlights the WSS. The bottom-right panel displays the
distribution of uncertainties in the inversion at 20 s, represented by the model covariance matrix.

For the periods of 15, 20, and 25 s, which primarily reflect the lower crust and the
uppermost mantle structure, the anomaly centered in the WSS beneath the Beibu Gulf
remains noticeable, while the one beneath MLVF starts to fade. The distinct anoma-
lies become less defined and attenuate in strength, shifting southward with an increase
in the periods.

In addition to these distinct features, the study area exhibits sporadic small high-
velocity anomalies in the central Hainan and along the coast, possessing mild strength.
These anomalies may be associated with intrusions or metamorphic zones within the
otherwise predominantly homogeneous region.

As the phase velocity at each period was inverted independently, it is worth noting
that the persistence of the low-velocity WSS anomaly demonstrates robust consistency
within the 5–20 s period range, showing a gradual decrease in intensity at longer periods.
The reliability of this feature across distinct inversions instills confidence in its authenticity
as a genuine geological structure rather than an artifact. Moreover, the spatial correlation of
this WSS anomaly with a series of horst and graben structures in the region [61] provides
additional structural evidence substantiating the observed velocity reduction.
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3.2. Shear Wave Velocity Structure

The absolute shear wave velocities were derived from the Rayleigh wave phase
velocities using the method described in Section 2.4. Figure 8 shows horizontal anomaly
slices through the 3D shear wave model at six depths ranging from 5 km to 50 km, while
four vertical transects are given in Figure 9 (absolute velocity) and Figure S3 (velocity
perturbation) in the Supplementary Materials.
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Figure 8. Map views of the S-wave velocity perturbation relative to the mean velocity at various
depths. The average velocity used to derive the perturbations is shown in the lower right in each
panel. The black stars are volcanic clusters. Major faults are highlighted in black, while the black
dashed lines delineate inferred seafloor faults, extending from those on land. The Wushi Sag (WSS)
in the Beibu Gulf is delineated by a dashed magenta contour.

The shear wave velocity model generally reflects the primary characteristics of the
phase velocity across various periods. At depths of 5 km and 10 km, striking low-velocity
anomalies are observed along the eastern Beibu Gulf extending to the Qiongzhou Strait.
The maximum −30% anomaly is situated in the Wushi Sag (WSS) at 5 km depth, corre-
sponding to the current igneous zones in the eastern Beibu Gulf, south of the twin islands
(Figure 1). With increasing depth, the magnitude and extent of these anomalies diminish.
At 20 km, the low-velocity anomaly weakens to approximately −10% but maintains a
similar distribution.
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The shear wave velocity model generally reflects the primary characteristics of the 
phase velocity across various periods. At depths of 5 km and 10 km, striking low-velocity 
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sponding to the current igneous zones in the eastern Beibu Gulf, south of the twin islands 

Figure 9. Cross-sections of the derived absolute S-wave velocity model. The locations of the profiles
are shown in the topography map on the left. The focal mechanisms of the 31 December 1994 and
10 January 1995 earthquakes in the Wushi Sag (WSS) are also shown. Surface topography along the
profile is plotted at the top of each profile, with major geological structures marked and labeled with
the following abbreviations: CL: coastline, HI: Hainan Island, LP: Leizhou Peninsula, BG: Beibu
Gulf, QS: Qiongzhou Strait, WSS: Wushi Sag, MLVF: Maanling–Leihuling Volcanic Field. Note that
the vertical axis of the topography sections is exaggerated. Centers of volcanic clusters (stars) and
earthquakes (black circles) within 33 km from the profiles are projected and plotted. Contours with
0.2 km/s velocity interval are also shown by the solid purple lines. The Moho depth from He
et al. [36] is shown by the gray dashed line, while the Moho from this study is shown by the purple
dashed line.

At around 30 km, which marks the crust–mantle transition zone, there exist lower
velocities across almost the whole Hainan Island, with a strength of around −4.5%. This
change may be related to the deepening of the Moho beneath the mountainous regions.
At depths of 40 and 50 km, prominent low-velocity zones reemerge in the eastern Beibu
Gulf, with anomalies of −15%. Another weaker low-velocity body becomes evident in the
southeast of Hainan Island.
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The vertical transects in Figure 9 provide further insights into the variation in velocity
with depth, particularly in relation to volcanism and seismicity. Notably, there is a strong
correlation between upper crustal low velocities and volcanic clusters.

Transects A1–A2, B1–B2, and C1–C2 intersect the primary anomaly centered at
20.5◦ N, 109.4◦ E (in the WSS) and traverse significant geological structures. A1–A2 passes
through the Leizhou Peninsula, B1–B2 intersects the Maanling–Leihuling Volcanic Field
(MLVF), and C1–C2 is right next to Weizhou Island and Xieyang Island, extending into the
mountainous areas of the western region of Hainan Island in the south. All three transects
reveal the lowest velocities in the WSS throughout the upper, mid-crust, and uppermost
mantle, super-positioning the nearby seismicity. Notably, the WSS hosts an intense vertical
earthquake cluster extending from the shallow crust to at least 25 km depth, unique in
the study region (Figures 1 and 9, transects A1–A2, B1–B2, and C1–C2). Section C1–C2
also highlights relatively low velocities beneath Hainan’s central mountains. Overall, the
three transects highlight the significance of the WSS velocity anomalies in the context of
seismicity and the broader region.

Similarly, the north–south section D1–D2 traverses the Leizhou Peninsula, the Qiongzhou
Strait, the eastern part of Hainan Island, and the MLVF. This section reveals relatively weak
low-velocity anomalies at depths of 0–20 km beneath the MLVF and Qiongzhou Strait
relative to ambient velocities. Velocities above 10 km remain below 3.2 km/s. Unlike
the previous transects, no distinct pronounced low-velocity anomalies were observed at
greater depths.

4. Discussion
4.1. Comparison with Previous Models

Our ambient noise tomographic model exhibits large-scale features consistent with
findings from previous regional studies [38,62–64]. These studies identified low-velocity
anomalies in a broad area encompassing the Leizhou Peninsula, the eastern Beibu Gulf,
and the northernmost part of Hainan Island. Nevertheless, given our significantly smaller
study region and denser station coverage (Figure S2 in the Supplementary Materials), our
velocity model has brought to light previously unresolved structural details.

Specifically, our results diverge from Huang’s [31] teleseismic P- and S-wave tomogra-
phy placing the most prominent low-velocity anomaly at ~10 km depth below the MLVF
in Hainan Island. Instead, our model better aligns with outcomes from the local and
teleseismic tomography study by Lei et al. [33], which did not image a strong shallow
anomaly below the MLVF. Critically, we imaged two distinct upper crustal low-velocity
anomalies in the Beibu Gulf and MLVF, suggesting two separate anomalous structures
potentially representing ascending conduits. This in contrast to the previously reported a
single centralized anomaly.

Our ambient noise tomography indicates absolute S-wave velocities of approximately
3.4 km/s in the northern Lei–Qiong upper crust. The depth of the inferred Moho disconti-
nuity, marked by the maximum velocity gradient, is around 30 km. These crustal thickness
and velocity estimates agree with the regional models of He et al. [36], Liu et al. [38], and
Peng et al. [64].

Therefore, while sharing certain broad characteristics with previous large-scale studies,
our ambient noise tomography reveals new details, including two distinct upper crustal
anomalies and localized velocity estimates validated against broader regional models. The
following sections discuss these prominent anomalies and their implications in more depth.

4.2. Predominant Low-Velocity Anomalies

The most striking features in our model are two predominant negative anomalies
beneath the Wushi Sag (WSS) in the Beibu Gulf and the Maanling–Leihuling Volcanic Field
(MLVF) in northeast Hainan.

The <−25% maximum velocity reduction in the shallow crust beneath the WSS is
significant. However, this ultra-low shear wave velocity is observed globally. For example,
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beneath the Carpathian–Pannonian region of Central Europe, the <1.8 km/s Rayleigh
wave velocities and <2.2 km/s shear wave velocities (anomaly ~ −27%) in Vrancea were
observed, and these velocities may be related to the recent volcanism in this region [65].
Under the North Anatolian Fault zone in western Turkey, the <2.5 km/s velocity was found
to be associated with sedimentary basins and a fault zone [66]. In addition, the <−30%
shear wave velocity anomaly was found in the Tyrrhenian Basin in the Mediterranean
region [67] and the Vienna Basin in the Eastern Alps [68]. While the S-wave velocities alone
are not conclusive evidence of melt presence, such extreme low velocities strongly imply
the existence of partial melts at these depths, as velocities below 3.0 km/s are typically
challenging to explain without partial melts [69]. This is further corroborated by evidence
from geothermal studies. In the vicinity of the Wushi Sag area within the Beibu Gulf,
heat flow values are predominantly higher than the global average of 65 mW/m2 [70],
with the values at a specific probe site being exceptionally elevated, ranging between
90 and 120 mW/m2 [71]. However, it is worth noting that no recent volcanic activity has
been documented in the WSS, suggesting that other contributing factors may be at play in
explaining the anomalous wave speeds.

The Wushi Sag is intersected by numerous fault systems [72], a fact evidenced by
the frequent seismic activity in the region (see Figure 9). These faults can facilitate the
infiltration of fluids, potentially inducing hydrothermal alteration, a phenomenon likely
exacerbated by the long-term subaqueous environment that has prevailed since at least
the early Miocene [73]. In this context, the circulation of seawater through hot upper
crustal rocks can lead to alterations in mineral assemblages, resulting in lower seismic
velocities [74]. Cooling due to hydrothermal activities may have prevented the underlying
melts from rising and erupting directly in this location. Furthermore, the elevated mantle
temperatures originating from deep mantle upwellings may generate volatiles that ascend
into the crust, thereby contributing to the velocity reduction [75].

Conversely, the more moderate reduction in velocity observed in the crust of the
Maanling–Leihuling Volcanic Field (MLVF) may be explained by residual rocks left behind
after the extraction of melt, which generally exhibit not-so-low wave speeds. Similar
phenomena have been observed in locations such as Krafla [76], Yellowstone [77], Mt. St.
Helens [78], the Cascade Range [79], and various other volcanic regions [4]. The process
involves partial melt metasomatism followed by cooling and crystallization, which tends
to increase seismic velocities in the residual crust [78]. The MLVF, unlike the WSS, lacks the
conditions conducive to hydrothermal fluid penetration.

Therefore, the extreme velocity reductions observed in the WSS crust are likely the
result of a combination of factors, including partial melts, fault systems, hydrothermal
fluids, and volatiles. The consolidated nature of the crust in the MLVF atop residual high-
velocity rocks illustrates the intricate interplay of factors influencing seismic velocities in
dynamic hotspot settings.

Similarly, the observed shear wave velocity anomaly of approximately −8%
(3.8–3.9 km/s) in the uppermost mantle beneath the WSS cannot be solely attributed
to temperature variations and is more plausibly associated with the presence of melt. Pre-
vious studies, for example [80–82], have indicated that a reduction of 0.1 km/s in shear
wave velocity (Vs) would correspond to an approximate temperature deficit of 200 K in the
upper mantle in the absence of melt. While the estimates of melt fraction under a pressure
of 10 Kbar, as proposed by Artemieva et al. [81] and Murase [83], may carry some degree of
uncertainty, it is reasonable to infer a substantial presence of melt in the uppermost mantle
beneath the WSS.

Conversely, in the MLVF (previously considered the center of the Hainan mantle on the
crust), where the most recent volcanic activity was documented, there is no clear indication
of relatively low velocity in the uppermost mantle (see profile B1–B2 in both Figure 9
and Figure S3 in the Supplementary Materials). Nevertheless, the upper mantle anomaly
beneath the WSS seems to be somehow connected to a moderately low-velocity zone in the
lower crust beneath the MLVF, as observed in transects B and C in Figures 9 and S3. This
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connection suggests that the melt reservoir beneath the MLVF may be supplied by melt
and volatiles originating from mantle upwellings beneath the WSS.

4.3. Deepened Moho Indicative of Underplating

In the context of geological processes, the Moho boundary, while generally indicative
of compositional differences, is also influenced by physical property contrasts that can
be modified by various mechanisms such as melting [84]. Typically, the Moho is defined
based on an absolute velocity value in tomographic models. However, in the case of this
hotspot region, absolute velocities are significantly affected by the elevated temperatures
resulting from the deep-seated plume, resulting in the creation of smooth velocity gradients.
Consequently, we have defined the Moho as the depth at which the maximum shear
wave velocity gradient falls within the range of 3.8–4.1 km/s. This approach takes into
account the gradual velocity transitions while still pinpointing the depth at which the most
prominent physical property contrast occurs. The resulting Moho is shown in Figure 9.

Our modeled Moho concurs with previous estimates derived from receiver functions
and gravity studies [17,19,33,36] and also provides additional insights. Particularly, our
model reveals a Moho deepening of approximately 5 km directly beneath the uppermost
mantle anomaly in the WSS, which corresponds to the reduced velocities observed in
the uppermost mantle. This localized deepening is a strong indicator of underplating,
signifying the emplacement of high-density residual mantle melts at the base of the existing
crust, likely resulting from the ascent of magma [35,85].

4.4. Conceptual Model for Crust and Magma Interactions Beneath Hainan Hotspot

The central question regarding the magmatism pattern within this hotspot revolves
around the location that the rising plume directly impacts, whether that is beneath the
currently active MLVF in northern Hainan Island or the WSS.

Previous research assumed that the Hainan plume directly impinged beneath the active
MLVF in northeast Hainan [31,42,86]. However, our findings do not reveal a prominent
upper mantle low-velocity anomaly beneath the MLVF. Instead, we observed an extreme
reduction in velocity in the uppermost mantle beneath the WSS, which implies the presence
of significant melt fractions. The lower crustal anomalies beneath the MLVF are relatively
subtle, with minor evidence of melt. Most significantly, the lower crustal anomalies
are connected to the upper mantle low-velocity region beneath the WSS (see B1–B2 in
Figures 9 and 10).
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Figure 10. Schematic plot of the proposed magmatic migration model shown along transect B1–B2 in
Figure 9 in the Lei–Qiong area. The centers of volcanic clusters (stars) and earthquakes (black circles)
within 33 km from the B1–B2 profile are projected and plotted. The blue teardrop-shaped symbols
indicate the possible presence of fluids.

This interpretation is supported by the identification of a high-conductivity body
in the lower-inclined area westward beneath the MLVF [87]. The shape of this high-
conductivity body suggests that the erupted magma did not ascend vertically from a deep
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source; instead, it rose from depths of 25–30 km to the west, and the magma supply is
gradually diminishing.

Additionally, intense vertical earthquake swarms, attributed to magmatic fluids, occur
at the WSS location and spatially correspond well with the predominant low-velocity
zone [16]. The two most significant recent earthquakes in Lei–Qiong (Ms 6.1 and Ms 6.0)
also took place at depths of 20–27 km directly beneath the low-velocity zone in the WSS [18].
The compressional stresses (refer to the focal mechanism in Figure 9) associated with these
earthquakes indicate that they are controlled by the WSS fracture zone (refer to the fault
pattern Figure 1 and the tectonic background discussed in the Section 1), with fluids, likely
reducing friction and generating these deep events [18,88].

Integrating the results and interpretations discussed above, we present a conceptual
model in Figure 10 illustrating the inferred crustal and magmatic interactions occurring
beneath the Hainan hotspot. The model suggests that the magma originating from the
deep mantle beneath the WSS is responsible for the lowest-velocity anomaly in this region.
Although the WSS has not experienced recent eruptions, the strength of the low-velocity
anomaly indicates the presence of partial melt beneath it. This anomaly could be attributed
to long-lasting hydrothermal activities and volatiles released from deep-seated magma.
Partial deep-seated magma has migrated to the Leizhou Peninsula and northern Hainan
Island, guided by numerous pre-existing crustal faults. Similarly, the volcanic areas on
Weizhou Island, Xieyang Island, and the volcanic fields in the Leizhou Peninsula are also
directly supplied by this major magma source centered in the WSS, even though they are
currently in a post-eruption stage with elevated temperatures.

While this model is primarily based on seismic velocity derived from ambient noise,
fully constraining the magmatism pattern for this hotspot requires integrating evidence
from other disciplines. A comprehensive marine and terrestrial survey incorporating
gravity, magnetic, and geothermal studies would provide additional critical constraints.

5. Conclusions

Ambient noise tomography provides new high-resolution constraints on Hainan
plume–crust interactions in the Lei–Qiong region. Beneath the Wushi Sag (WSS) in the
Beibu Gulf, extreme upper crustal low velocities correlate with heightened seismicity,
indicating the locus of current active magmatism. These anomalies can primarily be
attributed to partial melts, hydrothermal alteration, and injected volatiles. Concurrently,
the significant low-velocity zone centered in the uppermost mantle of the WSS implies that
the Hainan plume is presently impinging on the crust here. Moho deepening suggests
plume-related underplating. In contrast, only subtle crustal anomalies have been imaged
beneath the Maanling–Leihuling Volcanic Field (MLVF). Rather than a direct plume impact,
as previously assumed, we infer that this zone is fed by lateral melt migration from the
WSS source, with currently diminished activity following past magmatism.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Instrument information for individual stations.

Station
Name Province Latitude Longtitude Sensor Digitizer

JFL Hainan 18.6977 108.812 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
WET Hainan 19.9578 110.87 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
LSH Hainan 18.4998 109.996 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
LIG Hainan 19.89 109.66 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
SAY Hainan 18.204 109.493 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
WZS Hainan 18.7972 109.528 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
QSL Hainan 19.6656 110.754 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN

CHM Hainan 19.5968 110.003 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
DOF Hainan 19.0655 108.729 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
WAN Hainan 18.8007 110.424 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
YML Hainan 19.853 110.28 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
SLL Hainan 19.8082 109.432 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
BSL Hainan 19.3633 110.262 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
QXL Hainan 20.0869 110.599 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
JUS Hainan 18.394 108.974 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
BSH Hainan 19.248 109.181 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
SHP Hainan 19.9487 110.55 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
QIH Hainan 19.2217 110.476 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
QZN Hainan 19.0291 109.844 CTS-1 EDAS-24IP
NAD Hainan 19.5337 109.619 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
DAN Hainan 19.67 110.324 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
HSK Hainan 19.9285 110.215 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
SAJ Hainan 19.8887 110.641 BBVS-60 edas-24IP/edas-GN
ZHJ Gangdong 21.3944 110.376 KS-2000M-60 TDE-324CI
SHD Gangdong 21.441 111.003 KS-2000M-60 TDE-324CI
YGJ Gangdong 21.8581 111.954 KS-2000M-60 TDE-324CI
YGD Gangdong 21.7113 112.245 KS-2000M-60 TDE-324CI
DXS Guangxi 21.6718 107.947 CMG-3ESPC-60 EDAS-24IP
YLS Guangxi 22.6351 110.173 ? ?
LNS Guangxi 22.4202 109.281 JCZ-1 EDAS-24L6
BHS Guangxi 21.6525 109.213 CMG-3ESPC-60 EDAS-24IP
WZD Guangxi 21.0306 109.101 ? ?
XYD Guangxi 20.9123 109.204 ? ?
QZS Guangxi 22.2764 108.636 ? EDAS-24IP

“?” stands for unknown sensor or digitizer type.
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